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In collaboration with Goldsmiths, University of London

The Competitions
The deadline for all competitions is 31 July 2020.
For more information about these competitions, and to enter,
please visit our website at
www.gold.ac.uk/schools-and-colleges/post-16/young-writer-competitions
All three competitions have a £1,000 first prize, and two runner-up prizes of £50.
All shortlisted entries will also receive a small prize.
Our writing competitions for young people aged 16-18 aim to uncover the next
generation of writing talent. Become the next Young Writer (a short story writing
competition for creative writers), Young Columnist (for journalists with a historical
angle), or Young Anthropologist (for writing about identity and culture).

Young Writer Competitions

When production of the magazine began, and the COVID-19 virus was
at its height, our team and partners from around the world all came
together to ensure our magazine was completed. Despite quarantine, we
maintained our production schedule and met monthly online, which
was a true joy during a time of great uncertainty. Thank you to everyone
who supported us along the way. We couldn’t have done it without you.

Young Anthropologist
For those interested in writing about identity and culture.
You will answer the question, “Where are you from?”

This year also saw the introduction of a creative arts competition with
students outside of Britain. Angie worked with young people from
various parts of China currently living in the United States to bring the
HU mission and model abroad. The students were brought together
by the Ivy Talent Education in partnership with the Interview Skill
Coaching Academy. The only requirement for the piece of work was to
apply the theme: Breaking the Chains. Out of almost 100 submissions of
poetry, short fiction, scripts and photography, an editorial department
of our current Co-Editors and several alumni narrowed them down
into a long list of 30 items that have been published on the blog. From
there, they completed the complicated task of choosing six pieces for
publication in the magazine.

Young Columnist
A journalism competition for those who have an interest in history and
current affairs. Take a topic in the news and provide new insight using a
historical perspective.

This year we were privileged to partner with Goldmiths, University
of London, whose editorial team, led by HU alumni Amina Yussuf,
worked closely with our own to bring you the 5th volume of the
magazine. Submissions were produced by current members of Haringey
Unchained, Haringey Unchained alumni, Goldmiths, University of
London students and Haringey Sixth Form College students and staff.

Young Writer
A short fiction competition for creative writers and storytellers. Your story can
be any genre or style but all entries must include certain elements that will be
revealed after registration.

Haringey Unchained (HU) is a collective of students aiming to
showcase the creative talent of Haringey Sixth Form College in
Tottenham, London. The pieces published in this magazine were
selected by our editorial team with scrutiny from our online blog, where
you can also see hundreds of new pieces amongst our back catalogue. To
our team, the work in this collection broadly represent the key concerns
and inspirations of our community.
Visit www.haringeyunchained.com for more!

HARINGEY UNCHAINED
Haringey Unchained Editorial Team:
◆ Hootan Abrishami (Co-Editor in Chief)
◆ Heather Gilchrist (Co-Editor in Chief)
◆ Emma Chambers, English Teacher
◆ Angie Smith, English Teacher and Founder of Haringey Unchained
Goldsmiths, University of London Editorial Team:
◆ Hafsah Mohammed ◆ Hamda Sulaiman ◆ Amina Yussuf, Editorial Lead
HU alumni members:
◆ Takudzwa Edwards ◆ Ozge Erdur
◆ Andreea Pavel ◆ Monika Reich
Please note that any extracted pieces can be read in full on our blog:
www.haringeyunchained.com. @haringeyunchained

Baransel Kutlu
“Then Silence Ascended”
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INFATUATION
I guess your beauty was a facade
I saw what I wanted not what I needed
Blinded by infatuation, led astray by lust
I’m ashamed I was so conceited
Guilt consumes each bone in my body
For I have to take responsibility for the pain caused
Every tear shed, how could I do such a thing to somebody?
Love knows no boundaries
Knocking on my door
Was I supposed to let this stranger in?
I chose not to let you enter
You came back in your worst form
Be wary of what you consider love
Infatuation impairs the vison of men

Kiera Robinson-Brown
@itsofficialkeke “Blind Faith”
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Joseph Unadike @joewrites
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Erikson Nogueira
“As Our Shadows Try to Belong”

FAMILY SECRETS
On a Wednesday and a Friday every week, they would visit their grandmother’s
beautiful home in the suburbs - big enough for a family - but she was all alone. As
they approached on the winding path to the grand front door, she’d watch them with
an inscrutable expression, hunched in a corner rocking chair that nicely faced the
picturesque view through the living room window. A portrait of their great grandfather
stood proudly above the fireplace with his smart uniform and badges and a moustache
like a furry flag across his upper lip. They both waited, father and daughter, as if equally
frozen in history, until the sounds of excited children filled the room.
Deep down she felt guilt knowing that she would soon burst their bubble of childhood
happiness, taint their innocence the way her father had hers. Amalia had contemplated
this for months. And now that she finally had them with her again, perhaps she
shouldn’t ruin their visit. But no. It was time. Her girlhood choices had torn the family
apart for too long. The children needed to understand their family history, and their
mother would return from the shops soon; she only had one hour.
As she began to talk, four children sat and listened attentively to a story that would
forever change them. The fire place had a low flame and a soothing sound of crackling
along with the cosy heat. She sat a far distance from the fire; the sun still shone brightly
through the window adding heat to the room. Nanny almost sounded scared as she said,
in a low tone, “My father, your great grandfather, was a very bad man.”
***
Karlsruhe was a beautiful city. It was 1939, unusually warm for the late autumn season
that year. The great buildings stood tall and had German patriotism written all over
them. Neatly decorated with red, yellow and black flags, each colour represented
German values of strength and boldness. Not even a hint of white: they would never
surrender. Behind those walls was the power to win the war. Behind those walls people
were methodically and carefully prepping a war that they were going to win. These
weapons were soon to make history. A history that had an even darker counterpart. The
camps. One was located many miles away near the communications tower in the suburb
of Grünwettersbach. Also, and conveniently, the location of her family’s holiday home.
Amalia wore the same cute pink bow in her voluminous curls every day and a smart
lace-hemmed dress that flowed around her knees. Everyone knew when Amalia was up
and out of bed, because you would hear the clickity clack of her heels as she pranced
down the stairs of her family’s beautiful suburban mansion. She greeted people that
crossed her path in her usual polite manner, “Guten morgen!”
8

What a happy child she was, but with so little childhood. She had that rare blend of
innocence and knowing that only the child of a war criminal could. Not that she knew
everything of course.
Each day she would watch him go about the house, wearing a dark grey boxy uniform
that accentuated his fiercely broad shoulders. Amalia’s father always carried a stern,
intimidating expression, as if incapable of smiling. Except of course when he looked at
Amalia. She was his everything, a fact he constantly reminded her of. And while she
had always looked closely at each of his badges, she never actually knew what any of
them were for. It must be something important that daddy does, Amalia wondered. She
knew her father was responsible for many deaths of those awful Jewish people. The ones
who were a danger to her.
But somehow, something inside her was beginning to know. She would quiver on the
inside every time her father closed the heavy doors to his office, the room with the
round oak table on which rested a delicate miniature model of the prison that she found
strangely frightening. Whenever she would hear the gunshots heavily ricochet around
the hallways, an oppressing silence crept through the house. No one would make eye
contact and not a single word or sound left the trembling mouths of the servants as
they continued their chores with their heads down. Amalia would watch them intently
for clues. Why were they not proud of father’s work, as she had been taught to be? The
fireplace blazing and crackling in the distance would be the only thing each time to
bring her back to her senses…
***
They looked around at their grandma’s childhood home, sitting by the same fireplace
from the one in her story. The fire was beginning to grow, oozing more heat so the room
was no longer cosy and rather more suffocating.
“Imagine flinching constantly because you lived in fear, caused by knowing what your
father did.” They shook their heads in disbelief. How could great Grand-Pappy do that?
The kindly looking man with the fluffy moustache in the painting they had hung in their
own living room?
These were children of a different time. A kinder time. A time that had led their mother
to hide the past from them. They sat up eagerly, intrigued yet nervous to know more.
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Grandma sat directly facing the fire, close enough to make anyone nervous. The flames
reflected on her face, which was stern with anger. The children looked at each other
concerned, anticipating Nanny’s next movement. Was she going to cry? They had never
seen her cry. Or was she going to yell? None of them could tell.
“It was when I was 11 years old, around your ages my children, that the nightmares
started, and I needed to make my choice.”
“Mother, please don’t scare them with your stories. It really is not necessary.”
Four heads swivelled in sync. Their mother had returned. Amalia flinched and the
sound of her daughter’s voice instantly drowned out her thoughts. Only then had she
realised how dangerously close she was to the fire. Amalia instantly backed away and
tried to gather her thoughts. She knew that her family forbid this story to be told. It was
the only condition under which she had been allowed to see the children at all. But she
had to. They needed to understand her past; they needed to hear the truth. So she found
her voice, just as she had done many decades before. The voice of a fiery young girl who
would not let lies rule her world.
***
She had heard a couple gunshots coming from the backyard, and seen soldiers hurrying
the Jews into the back of their trucks. They had been acts of horror that were cloaked in
the lie of normalcy.

***
“In the distance a bomb had just gone off. I was somewhere but it wasn’t Germany. I
couldn’t put a location on it. Then barbed wires and people that dressed weirdly, they
were numbered. Then I was in the middle of the battlefield except I was all alone and
smoke surrounded me. Surely, I must have been choking in my sleep at that point. I
can still feel the way it hugged my lungs, squeezing me tighter and tighter, my brain
unconsciously taking my will for oxygen. Then they came rushing towards me, the
soldiers. They had bombed the Niederwalddenkmal and the central area of Karlsruhe
and this house right here was next. I tried to wake myself up but I couldn’t; it was all too
real and I was sure I would die. The next thing, I smelt a consuming fire and I remember
it was intense. But only me and Grand-Pappy were on fire. The fires began to blaze out
of control and on the inside I could feel the burning sensation consuming my body.”
Amalia gulped heavily, although her lips were dry, and grasped at her throat as if it
helped to rehydrate her body.
“Mother. I beg of you.”
“No, my child. I was faced with a choice. And in a world of war, no choice is pure. Let
them hear…”

She stooped her head outside the window. The girl wore a dainty dress and the same
cute pink bow in her curls that young Amalia had favoured. They must have been
wealthy and bad, Amalia tried to convince herself until the soldiers separated her
family forcefully. They sectioned her with what looked like her mother, while her father
struggled and fought to keep his family together. But when he tried to make his way
towards his family, he was severely beaten. When the soldier turned around, to her very
disbelief, Amalia saw her father.
His next actions would burn her soul.
It was that night that the truth visited her, to show her what she could not see before,
showing her what she had to do.

Michaela Rhule
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UNANSWERED
God must take holidays
or maybe he has too much on his plate,
so much so that He forgets to answer.
Maybe His angel postman
delivers my prayers
to the wrong address.
Maybe He falls asleep;
maybe He’s never heard them.
And though better me says you sound like a baby,
all I asked for was peace.
I never asked for mum back
I never asked to be brought back
from my own hell
when dying felt calmer than living.
Mum would say: be strong,
spinning her strength in prayers that He heard
but then she died.
Now, He writes my story and
has spilled the coffee on chapter 19,
leaving it stained and darkened,
when all I asked for was peace.

Chloe DeSilva
@chloe_de_silva “Joey’s Maggot Remedy”

Edith Sandulescu @edith.sandulescu
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THE SIN EATER
“I give easement and rest now to thee, dear
man. Come not down the lanes or in our
meadows. And for the peace I pawn my own
soul. Amen.” (A local legend in Shropshire,
England)

Fall in to the depths of hell with me as
heaven has abandoned you, even if you are
their hero.
I shall wait for the day they lay your body
to rest and your soul wanders through the
depths of hell to find me.

I shall not walk down the golden glen, for
my soul will never be cleansed. I walk down
a lonely road and the path glows with flames.
Eat up, Sin Eater, for I have sinned plenty…

There we shall stand among an empty crowd.
You and me
Me and you
Father and son
I had found God the wrong way; the Devil
led me astray. Be not mad with me as

Nor bread nor ale can help my sinful soul
for I shall never see the knoll beyond the
fields. The gates of heaven will never yield
as I have committed tales of horror your lips
will never yell.

I have fallen to my knees,

Let the sour ale run down your throat,
staining your cheeks red, and your soul a
hideous guilt that will never see the light of
day.

praying to the wrong deity.
I shall wait till they lay your body to rest and
I can thank you for being the one I can trust,
for God does not forgive.

I had found God the wrong way.
I had believed in his voice and his might for
I am just a man, blinded by the darkness
that corrupts his soul, for no human is born
pure.

And the one I should have called father,
cleanses my soul in hopes of paying the toll
as they dig a six-foot hole.
I shall wait for the day they lay your body
to rest.

Lay a feast, Sin Eater, you shall not starve
tonight, nor shall you see tomorrow’s light.

You and me

As you take each bite, timorous your soul
will become. Delirious your mind will fall.

Me and you
Father and son.

Heather Gilchrist @heather__gilchrist

Baransel Kutlu “Look into My Third Eye”
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FOREVER CRIMSON
α:
A new chapter, A new Bond.
		
Loyalty bulged through thick skin.
		
Yet faced with miseries within,
		
to only pride on a smile so thin.
Dwelling deep into packs here and there ….
All missing that one flair?
Nothing to declare …
Nothing to bare ….
However what comes next, nothing could 			

compare.

β:
A new chapter, A new Bond.
		
Truth emanated from Blue lagoon Eyes.
		
Yet faced with a mind that works Anti-clockwise.
		
to only pride on a persona in disguise.
Twisted in vines with thorns of lies….
¿One day to see everything but a prize?
…And the next merely to despise…
¡Never letting anyone compromise!
But with one glare to the skies through sheets of flaxen hair,
What comes next, nothing could 				

compare.

α&β :
Only in Elysian Fields could one feel so Euphoric.
For one Bond not only of friends, or that of a pack but two Brothers.
And this is most definitely not metaphoric.
No medicine could heal his Heart or His mind,
But one another’s presence feels like it could cure the blind.
No wealth could satisfy his loneliness or his pain
But each others smiles split rays that could evade incoming storms and rain.
What may seem phantasmagoric,
With a keen eye is all but allegoric.
Their souls would burn with flames from hell arisen.
Together the balance of the world to extinction!
They shall be forever crimson.

Nazan Feden Kafadaroglu
“Let it Splash”

Hootan Abrishami @kori.the.beta
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Tom Vancooten
@tomvancooten

“Light Manipulation”

#METOO
Poison me to find your antidote,
Poison me to find the parts of yourself
		
That you broke inside of me
When you taught me to heal by hurting.
Silk words slung by an executioner,
A throat roped with pearls,
		
Glistening like wet pimple,
Sharper than the blade that cut it,
Sharper than the men who slit my lips
		
Into a Barbie doll’s smile.
Sink your fingers into my spine,
Let the soil grow flowers around your wrists,
Take a spoonful of sugar,
Take a thread and wrap it
		
Around my throat
Tie a bow and send me to dance
The same dance my mother learned
		
From the uncles
Who paid visits at night when their wives
Slept downstairs in the kitchen,
				
The same kitchen
			
That drums between our thighs.
		
The same stove
That hums between our sighs,
How do you uncook meat,
How do you put seasoning back inside the bottle,
This is a lesson, this is the lesson
We did not ask to learn.

Hana Uddin
“Behind My Mask”
20

Khadija Ahmed
21

TomTony
Vancooten
Rich
“Light
“Protection/Derision”
Manipulation”

British ‘Nazi’
TomParty
Vancooten
Meeting Trafalgar
Square,
“Light
London
Manipulation”
1962 © T.Rich 2020
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MASHA ALLAH IS NOT A CAT CALL
**TRIGGER WARNING**
Mentions of sexual assault, abuse and FGM in this spoken word
Masha Allah is not a cat call, I don’t take it as a compliment
As you whistle at me as I walk by you in the street, do you not feel any
embarrassment?
Because I do,
My skin gets hot and frustration begins to reside inside me,
My heartbeat quickens and pace hastens as you continue to shout behind me,
And when I finally reach a place that makes me feel safe, I am left with a question,
What exactly are you looking at?
Because there is nothing to see here
Every inch is covered, only my face and hands on show,
Yet you continue to lurch and leer?
Well, maybe I shouldn’t have worn skinny jeans,
Or knee high boots
Maybe I shouldn’t have worn so much makeup,
Or big gold hoops...
But then I remember, it isn’t about me, or her, or her, it’s about you.
For far too long, we have been socialised to accept this behaviour as normal
We have been sexualised and objectified, often against our own will
“Boys will be boys” they say, and “it’s a mans world”
“He does that because he likes you”, and “don’t be such a girl”
But, I am a girl?
And I am confused, because we draw our veils for protection, yet why are we
treated this way?
And why do I feel unsafe walking around my streets? Well, it’s a man’s
world, they say,
But 1400 years ago, it was a man’s world too
So perhaps, in this next story, there will be a lesson for you
Our Holy Prophet, peace be upon him, was once travelling with
Al-Fadl, his cousin
When they were stopped by a woman, who had a simple question
that she wanted to ask him
And this woman was beautiful, no doubt, and she caught this gaze of Al-Fadl
Which our Holy Prophet noticed, to which he did something incredible
He did not tell her to change
He did not tell her to cover,
He simply turned away the impolite gaze of his brother
24

Now, don’t get me wrong, as sexism is not from Islam, because my Lord gave me
my rights before a white man ever did
But that does not mean that we should not be accountable,
For the equality that the patriarchy undid
But still, I hear you say “Muslim women don’t need feminism,
Allah gave us equality!”
And that is somewhat true, but there is so much more to this ideology
For say that to the girl forced to marry a man twice her age
Or to the financially dependant and beaten housewife, with nowhere else to stay
Say that to those girls deprived of an education, forced to stay at home
Or to those shackled to the chains of cultural taboos, ignored and alone
Say that to those who are groped and grabbed as they complete
the Hajj pilgrimage,
Or to the divorcees cast out, shamed and condemned by an entire village
Say that to the little ones told to keep it as “our little secret”
Or to those screaming in pain from having their private parts cut
Say that to the millions of survivors of assault and rape
Or to those simply left limp and lifeless, who couldn’t escape
For they are your friends, your sisters, your aunts and your mothers
And you are our friends, our sons, our uncles and our brothers
For Islam is perfect, but we are far from it
And only with your help, is how we overcome this.

Furvah Sayda
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GIRLS WILL BE GIRLS
How dare you? hangs from my trembling lips whilst you ask
Why do you get so angry when boys see you in your underwear
but not in a swimming suit
I want to have the power for once –
The power of choosing when you get to see me almost naked
The power of feeling safe whilst changing my clothes
Not worrying constantly about hidden cameras and sudden swings of a door
When someone enters the enclosed capsule around me
One time, after a heated argument, you asked me: why are you crying
Why is your body trembling so violently
My train of thought already approaches a different station
Bringing me all the way back to my seven-year-old self
Who was faced with having to speak up for the first time
Every tear left a trail of reminders
Of the words leave her alone leaving my mouth
Of how my father looked at me with cold eyes full of hatred as he told me to shut up
Of my mother being defenseless against the drunken words that pierced her soul
I trembled the same way my body did back then, taking cover from his piercing eyes
You ask why do you get so angry when I suggest you wear something pink, girly
Instead of what I want, blue or black
My mind heading back to all those times I would be reminded that I’m a girl
Those colours are for boys not for girls
You ask why do you get so angry when I ask you to clean the house
My mind heading back to all those times I would be reminded that I’m a girl
Cleaning is what girls do, not boys
You ask why do you get so angry when I tell you to be careful before you go out
My mind heading back to all those times I would be reminded that I’m a girl
All the calls, all the texts, telling me to be home early, to not adventure far
As the world is too wicked and I seemed too naïve, I’d fall in its traps
You ask why
I smile at the remembrance of a twist to the phrase – boys will be boys
Well, girls will be girls
And girls must always take their power back.

Tom
Emile
Vancooten
Wilson
“Light
“MyManipulation”
Small Stage”

Andreea Pavel @andreeapavel2195
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TASTE TEST
I see flashing lights.
I hear the engine clear.
Watch out!
For if they find you near,
you’ll be punished for that sin
you had begged me to lock in.
My house of rot.
Your home of gold.
Hidden pleasures run inside my head.
The key to my heart? Just another bed.
You now hear it loud and clear.
“Get out of here!”
My dear Aladdin,
you better fly before you run.
For if my heat catches on,
you’ll fail to breathe again.
Leave me with what you took.
And pretend you never came.
Like you never looked through my key hole
and never knocked for my name.
If you really want to save me,
there can be only one way.
Soar to the second star,
		
and don’t come back for me again.

Hafsah
Tom Vancooten
Mohammed
“Light“Pucker
Manipulation”
Up”

Ozge Erdur @O.erd
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GRENFELL TOWER (15 JUNE 2017)
“The site of our great loss”

From here I see black folds of cladding
creased at illogical angles
where before sturdy lines of white and grey
lined the rows, standing obvious yet unseen.
Now it peels perforating, receding back.
And we look at it.
We look at the black. The layers of black.
At the billowing, bent metal.
From where I stand I see a hollow, gaping mouth,
its teeth knocked away, a sinister smile, almost
screaming an interminable echo of silence
to a new wall that cuts us off now from the wealth here.
And it is close. So very close.
From here I stand atop my own cladded tower
at an angle to the horror that hollowed that mouth
the night before
		

but now I am lucky, because I am seen.

Angie Smith

Tom
Dennyz
Vancooten
Pop
“Light
“Pathetic
Manipulation”
Fallacy”
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OUR HOUSE
A familiar scent rushes by you, escaping through the open door. The house
stands still and quiet with anticipation.
The lights flicker with its last surge of energy. You place your bag down, a
bag filled with words that you have never spoken before, words that will
crumble these decaying walls. You place your bag on the welcome mat.
You will not find me in the kitchen with my hands in soapy water, looking
out of the window, wondering if you’ll ever return, because I have stood
long enough for my feet to hurt and my hands to look like my future self.
The kitchen stands still in time with a lonely cup sat on the table, hoping
one day either you or I will come to visit, to pick up where the story
stopped.
You’ll notice that I am not in the living room watching re-runs of past
events and memories on the TV, hoping one day we can recreate better
scenes. I am not living in the past; I have grown bored of watching our
innocent smiles when all they brought was poison to our lips.
You won’t find me in the bedroom. You will not find the room lit with the
soft glow of my phone as I fight with sleep, wondering if you’ll be okay if
I lose, leaving you with the dark thoughts that lurk beside you when you
finally say goodnight.
On the old floor photos lay about the room all in perfect order as If trying
to point out the disequilibrium in our small story. Images of coffee, trains
and parks lay on the floor forgotten and alone. The last photo lays by the
door, an empty photo that captures the empty house that lays host to our
memories and sorrows.
From time to time our paths may cross, giving us time to catch up, to share
the memories we have made with other people. We still do not share the
full story.

Tom
Thomas
Vancooten
Hassani
“Light
“GlitchManipulation”
in the System”
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LATEST LOVE INTEREST...AN ISLAMIC BANK
My house stands brighter than the one before, the rooms filled with friends
and family I can trust. A chilling breeze may sweep the house every so often.
I wait for the day for someone with hands and heart to come and fix the
cracks, to bring back the spark I have lost, that I am afraid that I will never
get back.
For you, I know that you too have built a better home, a home where you’re
happy and with someone that makes each room sparkle with delight, a
person whose hands are warm enough to melt the icy shield that you have
built. I know there’s still a room in your house that you keep locked like a
vault even though those thoughts may slip and creep through the cracks to
keep you company when the lights are off.
This is all I know of your home and you know only little of mine. We still
glance at the broken grey house that stands lopsided and abandoned at the
end of the road. We may mention it once or twice as if it were a villain from
a Harry Potter book, but we shall gladly never go back to that place.

“My mum keeps asking me
when I’m gonna get married,
but my love life is like an Islamic
bank... no one has any interest in me. Yes, that’s right! I
know how to use play on words - I went to uni. Funnily
enough people actually told me I
would find my future husband in
uni, but that was a lie. The only
interest I got in uni was on my
student finance loan.”

Fathiya Saleh
Heather Gilchrist @heather__gilchrist

Takudzwa
TomEdwards
Vancooten
@idlm_art
“Light
“Laughter
Manipulation”
in Motion”
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Baranscl Kutlu
“Devolution: The Shadows We Cast”

Tom Vancooten
“Light Manipulation”
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immigration and integration
only eighteen was he, chasing the american dream
except america wasn’t what he pictured,
so he packed his suitcase with the broken seams
and stepped foot onto british soil, picking up his keys
from a friend who made the same move some years ago.
the cold is what first struck him,
equivalent to the arctic in his eyes. his eyes watered
from the whip of wind that greeted him,
rough against his youthful skin,
and as the goosebumps raised
he raised himself up the stairs and tried not to slip.
he slipped towards the door, fiddled with the key,
first right, then left,
wondering if it was right
that he left behind his life in search of something west. his vest
was not enough to withstand the cold, he could not stand
any longer for fear of the used suitcase that he sold
his last items for being stolen. four twists right and the door clicked
open. still cold. the dry air of the saharan desert seemed like a distant memory,
even though he was home hours ago.
the victorian building looked like something out of a movie.
high ceilings, cream walls,
little furniture, small dolls around the fireplace. he placed himself
in the room upstairs, feeling out of place as he felt the hairs
raise on his arms, the heating was off. how on earth
do i turn this thing on? radiators were unheard of where he was
from, the sun a hot stage spotlight from dusk to
dawn. he could not figure it out. so he lay on the ground and
wrapped the single blanket he could find around
his tired shoulders, the wings of his arms enclosing around his aching knees
to stop himself from feeling the breeze
blowing through the crack in the window’s glass.
it was february, the last month of winter, and as he peeped through
the small view he could see what looked like dust beginning to take form, white
dust, lots of it. each speck of dust fell gently, the ledge of the window transforming
from blue to silver, each speck sitting beside the next, he grabbed a corner of his vest
and wiped the condensation from the glass as his chest boomed with
laughter, then tears.
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his chest boomed with laughter, then tears
he grabbed a corner of his vest and wiped the condensation from the glass
the ledge of the window transforming from silver to blue
he could see what looked like dust beginning to take form
white dust, lots of it, as he peeped through the small view.
it was February, the last month of winter,
and as he felt the breeze blowing through the crack in the window’s glass,
the wings of his arms enclosed around his aching knees.
he lay on the ground and wrapped the single blanket he could find
around his tired shoulders, he could not figure it out, the sun
a hot stage light from dusk to dawn.
radiators were unheard of from where he was from. he placed himself in the room
upstairs, feeling out of
place as he felt the hairs raise on his arms, how on earth
do I turn this thing on? small dolls around the fireplace, little furniture,
high ceilings, cream walls. the victorian building
looked like something out of a movie. even though he was home
hours ago, the dry air of the saharan desert seemed like a distant memory. still cold.
four twists right and the door clicked open. he could not stand
any longer for fear of the used suitcase that he sold
his last items for being stolen. his vest was not enough to withstand the cold,
wondering if it was right that he left behind his life
in search of something west. first right,
then left, he fiddled with the key,
the goosebumps raised as he raised himself up the stairs and tried
not to slip. his eyes watered from the whip of wind
that greeted him, rough against his youthful skin,
equivalent to the arctic in his eyes, the cold struck him, picking up his keys
from a friend who made the same move some years ago. he stepped foot
onto british soil, he packed his suitcase with the
broken seams, america wasn’t what he pictured,
chasing
the american dream,
only
eighteen was
he.

Tahanni Yehya Hussein
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PACKED LUNCH
Son,

Olimi Wamara “Homeland”
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I’ve already gone.
The washing machine is set
Just put the sheets in, close the door
and press start.
Have your shower,
then your cereal.
Make sure you leave on time – No TV.
Don’t use the greenway. If you leave on time
you’ll be OK. If you see them boys RUN.
Your trip money is in the envelope on the side
and I made you this packed lunch.
Your sandwich is made with fresh thick cut wholemeal bread,
brown and full of all the nutrients you need.
It’s not everybody’s taste but sometimes
You have to get a taste for things you don’t like simply
because they’re what you need.
I’ve left the crusts on today.
Please eat them son,
you see life’s not always full of soft landings
there are boundaries,
sometimes Yes but sometimes No.
I know they can be hard to chew
and even harder to swallow but
they’ll prepare you for the next course.
I made the chicken from dinner stretch
‘cause I know it’s your favourite.
Skin off, ‘cause you can’t let skin be the only colour you have son.
You’ve got to colour life with character,
it makes you more palatable
and you’re as sweet to taste as that
buffalo wing coating you love so much
and sticky as it was, I made sure there’s plenty
enough to grow the wings you need to fly son
but not too much so the bread get’s soggy.
When the foundations tear
you can’t eat.
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It’s really difficult to hold it all together and
everything just falls out.
You’ve got to fly son.
If you don’t intend to fly son,
you don’t need wings
and you love that sauce
so you’ve got to fly.
I’ve thinly sliced the cucumber
because anything green’s good for you to eat.
It’s the colour of nature, God chose it
so it must be right.
I’ve seasoned it with a little salt and
a lot of heart and
I’ve cut the bread diagonally in four
so there’s crust on just one edge.
Don’t forget to give thanks before you eat son
I’ve already prayed into your day son so please,
don’t forget to Thank God for this
packed lunch.

Barbara Graham

Hamda Sulaiman
“Aspiring Photographer”
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THE SAKURA (SONNET 1):
“MAY THEE BLOSSOM”
May thee not be fugacious.
Too many times have I seen Sakura’s wither.
Through my weaved web the petals litter downriver.
I will be by the Sakura all too loquacious.
May thee not be voracious.
Let us feed the Sakura not with cold tears but love.
Make it something to never merely dispose of.
But most prime I implore thee to not be tenacious.
May thee blossom.
Have the roots and the branches but not the soil.
Not to disappear amongst the orchid but coil.
Yet may you bloom amongst us often.
Seasons may pass but I see it all too clear.
This Sakura will blossom. This and every year.

THE SAKURA (SONNET 2):
“THE DRAGON AND THE FOX”
Both live two worlds apart.
Along the treacherous seven seas.
Riddled among a world emanating its cruel disease.
They see only through the modern day heart.
One with a breath perpetual of divine flame to impart.
The other graced with an illusionary expertise.
Yet they can only decree through dusk and dawn’s gentle breeze.
Lives of their own but to be one another’s counterpart.
A golden day may come when the heavens eclipse.
When the stars align and so do their every whim.
A peak where all is anything but grim.
To fulfill fates every embrace beyond a pair of lips.
As one another depart to locations promised and arrive.
Their tale inscribed in a never forgotten archive.

Hootan Abrishami @kori.the.beta
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Chloe DeSilva @chloe_de_silva
“Thou Canst Not Say I Did It”
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THE DRIVER AND I
I told him the station. He replied “Okay.” I proceeded to buckle my seatbelt.
I glanced over at my phone making sure he was going the right way. He was.
I started playing games on my phone, every few minutes checking the app to
see if he was still going the right way. He was.
“There’s traffic up ahead,” he said. “I’m going to take a different route.”
“Okay,” I replied.
I wasn’t familiar with this route. There was a mini round-about, a few houses
and empty shops. The whole place was deserted. I asked, “Have you been this
way before?”
“No. I’m just following the app.” At this point, I should mention that we
continued to drive for an additional fifteen minutes. We were lost. Both our
apps stopped working because there was no WIFI either.
We couldn’t go back the way we came, because we were running low on fuel.
Luckily, it just so happens that there was a sign directing us to a petrol station
a mile ahead. As soon as we got there, he got out of the car. I told him I was
going to buy a couple snacks since the journey took longer than anticipated.
Out of courtesy, I asked him if he wanted anything. He replied “No.”
The driver soon accompanied me inside, waiting to pay. What seemed like
mere minutes to us, was unfortunately enough time for us to be mugged.
When we left the petrol station, we noticed that one of our tyres was missing.
Dismayed, we reported the crime to the police. They noted down our details
and told us to remain vigilant, to state the obvious.
The police officers arrived and informed us that the CCTV at the petrol
station did not work. They said that they would let us know when they found
out more. An employee at the petrol station directed us to a garage. Luckily,
it just so happened to be half a mile away. Unluckily, the driver and I had to
push the car to the garage.

Umar Pirbhai
“Escaping the Ordinary”
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Now if you’re wondering why we didn’t tow the car, it’s because the employee
told us it would have been a waste of time and he would have charged us.
To prevent further expenses, we did it ourselves. Now you may also be
wondering why I didn’t just call another taxi to go to the station. Then I’m
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sorry to tell you you weren’t paying attention. The app stopped working and I
was stuck in God knows where. The only person I knew was the driver. And
at this point in the story, leaving him was not a viable option.
When we arrived at the garage, the driver asked the mechanic for a
replacement. Fortunately, the mechanic had one. Unfortunately, it happened
to be the one which was stolen. The driver explained to the mechanic that the
tyre was his and it was stolen, to which the mechanic replied, “How can you
be sure?”
In order to help bring a resolution to the story, I called the police. After they
had heard all they needed, we were met with the reply: “Without evidence
that this was yours, there isn’t much for us to do.” They left. The driver was
annoyed. I felt bad so I offered to split the bill for the tyre. He declined. And I
can’t say that I wasn’t relieved with his rejection of my offer.
Now if you think this story is far-fetched, then you are not ready for what’s to
come next!
We decided to go back. To return the way we came. Only problem was
that there were a few stumbling blocks along the way. A few minutes into
our journey we encountered an obstacle. Let me say this obstacle was not
minuscule to say the least. To worsen our predicament, the Department
of Road Closures decided to administer road works preventing us to drive
across. I asked, “How long will it take for the path to be cleared.”
They replied, “Not long just a few hours?”
I further inquired, “Why are the road works taking place now?”
One of the employees from the Department of Road Closures stated,
“Someone stole the road signs.”
To which I replied, “Isn’t this a job for the police?”
Visit www.haringeyunchained.com to read the full story.

Amina Yussuf & Umar Pirbhai

Chloe DeSilva @chloe_de_silva
“When the Sun Returns What Will We See?”
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MRS MCKENZIE
He had become increasingly drunk as the night wore on. His guests were
growing tired of the stories, many of which they had heard time and time
again, and a few they believed to be fictitious - or at the very least heavily
embellished. Then, he began to tell the story of Mrs McKenzie.
He rested his elbows on the table, face illuminated by the candle between
them, and began, “When I first moved into the flat above Mrs McKenzie,
oh, eleven or so years ago, she invited me over for tea and biscuits, all very
pleasant.”
His guests knew this story. He leant in closer to his audience of two… “and
it’s all very nice and sweet, but do you know what she asked me?” His eyes
were wide with excitement. His guests shook their heads obediently… as they
knew he’d expected them to do. A mosquito crawled along the edge of his
plate.
“She asked me,” he continued, “if I was a Christian!” It seemed to him that
this was some sort of punchline. The pair laughed gently, signaling him to
continue. He licked his index finger, reached across the table, and dabbed at
the remaining crumbs on the woman’s plate.
He sucked the crumbs from his finger and then waved it in the air as he
thought about how he should continue, “And I said no. I said no, Mrs
McKenzie, I am not a Christian. I, Mrs Mckenzie, am a Buddhist!” He dried
his finger on his napkin and polished off the last of his glass of wine. He took
a slice of bread from one of the three baskets in the centre of the table and
mopped the remaining sauce from his plate.
“And she looks at me, and she says, ‘Oh! A Buddhist! How interesting!’ and
then we finish our tea and I talk about other things, and then I go upstairs
and that’s that.”
The guests were unsure if this was the end of the story; they couldn’t quite
remember how this one went. They watched as he poured the last of the bottle
into his glass.

Marcella Kirby
“Sisters by Choice”
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“So anyway, a year or so later I travelled around Asia for a while, and when I
get back, Mrs McKenzie invites me in for tea again. So I go. Of course I go; you
always go for tea when an old lady like Mrs McKenzie asks you, don’t you?” He
looked across the table for signs that his guests agreed. The mosquito landed on
the woman’s knee and he swiftly smacked it with his palm.

CLOCK THIS NEWSPAPER
Every clock in the world ticks one decision.
To synchronise these swimmers, to make
Time sing the same tune in this kitchen.

“Got it!” The flame from the candle flickered and extinguished with the wafting
of his hand, sending a ribbon of smoke into the air. His hand lingered on her
thigh for a moment.

Let the borders run riot in this edition
Of history. Next episode? Let us take
Every clock in the world. Tick a decision!

“Where was I?” He frowned, flicking the dead bug off of his palm and onto
the ground. He patted his trousers, searching for a lighter. After finding it, he
attempted to relight the candle, failing twice and giving up.

Where the choiceless have no ambition
And the option-makers fill acid in their lake.
Time sings the same tune in this kitchen,

“Oh, yes - I sit down in that big armchair that all old biddy’s seem to have, and
she brings me tea in a little china cup with little red roses on it, and she says,
‘Tell me, dear, are you still a Buddhist?’ just like that, ‘Are you still a Buddhist?’
she says.”

Nation building has become a competition
Where the ladder breaks, much is at stake.
Every clock in the world ticks what decision?

He shook his head and chuckled to himself. He leant further across the table
toward the couple, preparing himself for his big finish.
“I look at her, and I sip my tea, and I say, ‘Tell me, Mrs McKenzie - are you still a
Christian?’, and she just looks at me all shocked like I shat on her carpet, and she
doesn’t say a thing!”
He raised his eyebrows, triumphant, waiting for his guests’ approval. They
smiled and feigned astonishment.

Curtains, blood-velvet, puppeteering religion
The bullets in Gaza take sisters, for their sake
Let time sing the same tune in their kitchen.
White phosphorous is the smoke of magicians,
Of course the audience believes this is fake
Every clock in the world ticks no decision.
And time sings the same tune in your kitchen.

“She didn’t say a fucking thing - God’s honest truth.”

Tisha Pitkin @tishapitkin

Khadija Ahmed
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Heather Gilchrist
@heather__gilchrist
“Journey”

SUFFER THE CHILDREN
Pigger pulled on his clothes like a zombie. These days he didn’t care what he wore; not
since Ne—, not since the accident.
That day, he’d walked through the chill five o’clock darkness to the abyssal yawn of
Ollerenshaw’s No.8 as Chalky wittered on about Beeching’s Axe. Pigger didn’t care; he
was more occupied trying to locate that wet rumble whilst replaying that morning’s
conversation with the bairn:
Nellie pointed a foot - clad in patent size elevens. “I did my own laces!” She set her other
shoe on the table.
“Divvent dee that! Only shoes of dead fowk go on the table.”
“Superstitious ol’ miner!” Janet had scoffed before giving him his bait and kissing him
goodbye.
That kiss had warmed his lips as he’d cut through Nellie’s school, the quickest route
to Ollerenshaw’s. Ahead, spoil tip No. 8 loomed through the fog like a giant, sleeping
dog. As mizzle marinated them, Pigger looked heavenwards wishing for days when the
calligraphy of cirrus clouds signed their names across summer skies.
Wait a minute… He stopped, looking around. ‘Where are they?’
Three bairns, black as sin, said the same thing to them everyday:
Careful of the black choke.
Today there was no sign of them.
Rumble.
‘We’ll be safe today,’ he assured Chalky, ’Nae bairns!’
‘Bairns?’ Chalky said.
Rumble
The rumbling continued when, just after noon - even deep down in No.8 - he felt the
rumble instead. ‘All out!’ the foreman screamed.
He, black as the tongue of slurry that slouched down the valley below, was relieved to
see the spoil tip had spared the town.
Then he saw the mudslide had taken the most direct route.

Wei (Vivian) Zhang
“What it Actually Feels Like”
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That night he put a pair of size elevens on the table whilst his wife, a shape of grief in
human form, sobbed.

Christopher Bean
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Emile Wilson
“The World is an Eyesore”

WITHERED
My dad told me
I’m as delicate, fragile, innocent
as a flower waiting to bloom
day
by day
by day.

But your grip is so tight that
I can hear my tulip, my roots, my soul
crack
day
by day
by day.

So like a flower
once you cut me
away from my roots
I wither
day
by day
by day.

Until
am
to

I
too

broken

exist…

And if you continue to cut more
and even though
you take care of me
watch over me
do everything meticulously
to keep me happy and alive
inevitably
I wither
day
by day
by day
Yet you cling to me
to my body, to my soul, to my memory
you tighten your grip
afraid that if you loosen it,
I’ll slip away like sand and dust and
you’ll lose me to the wind.

Tre McNeil
“With Eyes Closed”

Andreea Pavel @andreeapavel2195
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Thriving Through
Chains
Five days out of the week I wear red ties on Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday, blue ones on Tuesday and Thursday. 6:45 is the time I get up; 7:20
is the time I sprint to breakfast; from 8:05 to 2:20, I run through my daily
classes; and back to my bed again at 9:30. Looking back at my schedule,
I believe that these are the chains that education brings me, which a
machine can manage even better than I do. There is a disconnect in sixth
form education between the joy of learning and curiosity because the need
to get a good grade is somehow more important to us all. I tend to believe
that only by remembering that education can be fun can we start to absorb
knowledge and break these chains we believe are hindering us.
At some point in your life, I’m positive you’ve made something that
inspired you, that was profound and exciting and that reflected in some
way who you would become as you grew up. I want to show you how the
curiosity of a child can be harnessed when we get older, and that a creative
mind should always be nurtured. I am thrilled to present to you today a
story about how I extended my knowledge from books and classes into my
life, which enabled me to develop aspirations from a very very young age.
These aspirations are those that now push me to be a better student. As we
continue to deal with stress and anxiety, items that make us feel chained
down, as we learn and move towards our life goals, it is important to look
back on the parts of ourselves that have brought us here and to reflect and
remember the joys of learning.
It was about a decade ago, when I was an adorable primary school student
who imagined the possibility of becoming an astronaut when I grew up.
I was full of curiosity towards the dark night sky even though I couldn’t
really see anything from my window. I immersed myself in the new
concepts of science at that age because I was beginning to develop future
goals for myself. I had a vision of becoming someone great.
Once I got a chemistry book that basically explained how this planet works
in the vision of a chemist. Through the photographs in the book, I was able
to see the unique characteristics of a lab that came with being a scientist.
The gas mask shocked me as soon as I stepped into this book. I started to
consider the construction of a laboratory in my house right inside the left
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side corner where Mom and Dad had established a babysitting room for
me when I was even younger. In this small room, which is 3 by 3 meters
in size, the first thing I had to do was to get rid of all those board notes for
my early education, and I got a box of medical gloves right away. When I
carefully put these gloves on, I felt as if I were becoming a real scientist.
Then I bought an air blower which is supposed to be used for barbeque
cooking, but it now stood in the position as a professional lab-use air
dryer. After my father sent me my first stereoscopic microscope, which
was quite professional, I started to operate my lab. I invited friends to this
small space to do complicated experiments, to compose soap, which was
the base of sodium hydroxide. And in the meanwhile, I was still intending
to expand my lab.
My father satisfied literally all of my needs. And my uncle, who is a
professional scientist in the field of nanoparticles, evaluated the conditions
of my lab, and he claimed that the ventilating system was terrible because
there was none. With their help eventually, I made huge progress and my
science lab became a working space.
About half a decade ago, in a room which was supposed to be a personal
laboratory, my passions experienced a significant turning point. I started
to collect paper bills from countries around the world, and further
expanded to the collection of ancient money. In other words, I was moving
from a scientist to a collector, and the ‘chains’ that might have bound
others were beginning to move with my interests. They were becoming
a part of me, and because of that, were not restricting me. I analyzed the
different formats of these collections and tried to deeply understand the
fundamental knowledge of antique appraisal. Moving in between boxes of
my new collections, I found that this small room was enriched with all of
my interests.
My fellow students, I am reminding you to locate your own memories at
moments when you might forget what motivates you, what the purpose of
all this education is in your life. I believe that education truly makes you
become who you are, that these chains are not meant to burden us; they
should enable students to become whatever we hope to be. I hope that
every single one of you too can find your own little room to cultivate your
curiosity, thriving through chains.

Sam Liu
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Phoenix, Arizona
A girl is broken, tumultuous hair
swaddled by a pashmina fabric.
Her skin is brown—
not the smoky harissa Grandma made
with withered hands awaiting death,
but faded rubble
dirtied by the constant slander of hate
and destruction.

In sunrise Arizona she is safe.
A phoenix.
The soulless streets she walks,
vivid with red white and blue,
lead nowhere.
Anger seeps
from rolled-down windows,
shouts reminding her
these peaceful desert sands are not hers.
Even in America there is destruction.
Grandma lies
limp body shrapnel-encrusted, forgotten
under rubble faded from memory,
unable to rise.

Xin Li
“Before We’re
Swept Away”

In Phoenix, Arizona
a girl is reborn.

Andy
Zhang
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The Game Continues

It was already midnight. The light of the day had ebbed and diminished to
nothing, and the darkness was almost absolute with only a smattering of
luminous stars scattering the sky. Within this darkness, a man dressed all in
black walked alone down a poorly lit street. The street light he passed cast a
shadow when it hit the wide brim of his worn, crooked hat, concealing his
face. His footsteps echoed sharply through the street, sounding so loud in
this absolute blackness and silent night. The whisper of the wind and a quiet
dripping sound followed.
It wasn’t raining, but where did that drip come from?
The right hand of the man was clutched tightly around a knife. Though rust
had spread on the hardwood handle and blade, it was dangerous and jagged.
More than enough. The fresh blood dripped in thick droplets on the ground
from the tip of the knife, leaving a sinuous and indistinct trail.
Two blocks away, a woman was leaned against a wall like a tattered doll in a
pool of darkening blood. Her head had drooped forward, and over her chest,
a stain of blood had spread. Right beside her was a middle-aged man whose
throat had been cut. The two of them lay like butchered animals on the street.
Then, the figure of that dead man faded and reshaped itself. Far back
memories flooded in like water rushing into a sinking ship. He recalled those
nights when he had laid in bed listening to the sound of shouting and fighting
between them. His mother cried, his father flared up, and he pushed his
face into the heavy linen quilt. He remembered how his father, a drunkard,
tightened his hand around his throat and how his mother cried out for him to
stop. And lastly, everything freeze-framed on how his father collapsed after a
mighty bang, and his own hand trembled under the iron ax it held.
Thinking about that, the man grinned.

Xinyi Gu

He looked up. The sun was below the horizon and the road still had the black
look of night, but the sky was already more bluish than charcoal. He threw
the knife to the rubbish dump at the end of the street after removing his
fingerprints.

“And the game continues,” he whispered, quickening his pace until the hem of
his overcoat had disappeared around the street corner.
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The
Street
Performer

The street performer is stationed in the courtyard of the town centre. I watch
this man walk down the uneven stone roads every morning before sunrise.
He carries a black, worn-out suitcase with a few colourful strands of ribbon
hanging messily from the sides. His face is stern and grim, apparent with
wrinkles and prominent smile lines. Slim, cold, skeleton fingers hang stiffly
beside the dusty, rigid suit. When he performs, he wears a mask of charm and
cheer. I’ve seen him perform before. On sunny days, children swarm him like
flies and the smell of ice cream sticks in the sweet air. On those rainy days,
water drenches his coat and his feathered grey hair drips wet.
After many years, after our little homey town became an urban apartment
complex, the man stopped coming. The children he entertained grew up and
invested their attention on cell phones and social media.
Nobody expected him;
		
Nobody missed him;
			
Nobody needed him.

He was nobody.

Jia Yi (Jenny) Pan

The December snow
piled silently under the moon.
In the decrepit bedroom filled with dust,
sadness thrust upon me like the venom
of the lethal Oleander blossom.
The looming, imminent, devouring omen.
I never knew it was meant to be an omen.
The dearly white snow
which I brushed into the shape of a blossom.
Grandma was the moon
to my sun, healing wounds and resolving venom.
Until the day when I had to sweep the little remnant of her dust.
Fireballs landed on the little black box containing dust.
Long gone the last sign of the omen.
Her no-longer tangible presence was like a venom
slowly dying black my heart of white snow.
I lost my moon
but long remains the Oleander blossoms.

No, I won’t let the venom
infest upon the incredibly pure blossom.
Grandma used to love the tender snow.
I let it slide through my fingers, the flying dust.
She never needed the omen
for the message reveals within the sinking moon.
The moon let off its last ray of softness upon the withered blossom.
Like the supposed omen, the dust escaping through the crack of
my venom coated fingers, mottling the freshly fallen snow.
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Oh, how I “adore” the blossoms
sticking to the little black box filled with her dust.
It took away my one and only, the irreplaceable moon.
The dearly omen
of that striking white snow
thawed the distant moon in the viscous venom.

Linda Pang

The first snow of 2016

That night, there was no moon.
It might have been devoured by the venom
dwelling deep beneath consciousness like an almighty omen.
The unbearable silence blossomed
above the sky and beneath the dust.
I saw her adrift above the snow.

HARINGEY UNCHAINED
In collaboration with Goldsmiths, University of London
Haringey Unchained (HU) is a collective of students aiming to
showcase the creative talent of Haringey Sixth Form College in
Tottenham, London. The pieces published in this magazine were
selected by our editorial team with scrutiny from our online blog, where
you can also see hundreds of new pieces amongst our back catalogue. To
our team, the work in this collection broadly represent the key concerns
and inspirations of our community.
Visit www.haringeyunchained.com for more!
This year we were privileged to partner with Goldmiths, University
of London, whose editorial team, led by HU alumni Amina Yussuf,
worked closely with our own to bring you the 5th volume of the
magazine. Submissions were produced by current members of Haringey
Unchained, Haringey Unchained alumni, Goldmiths, University of
London students and Haringey Sixth Form College students and staff.
This year also saw the introduction of a creative arts competition with
students outside of Britain. Angie worked with young people from
various parts of China currently living in the United States to bring the
HU mission and model abroad. The students were brought together
by the Ivy Talent Education in partnership with the Interview Skill
Coaching Academy. The only requirement for the piece of work was to
apply the theme: Breaking the Chains. Out of almost 100 submissions of
poetry, short fiction, scripts and photography, an editorial department
of our current Co-Editors and several alumni narrowed them down
into a long list of 30 items that have been published on the blog. From
there, they completed the complicated task of choosing six pieces for
publication in the magazine.
When production of the magazine began, and the COVID-19 virus was
at its height, our team and partners from around the world all came
together to ensure our magazine was completed. Despite quarantine, we
maintained our production schedule and met monthly online, which
was a true joy during a time of great uncertainty. Thank you to everyone
who supported us along the way. We couldn’t have done it without you.

Young Writer
A short fiction competition for creative writers and storytellers. Your story can
be any genre or style but all entries must include certain elements that will be
revealed after registration.
Young Columnist
A journalism competition for those who have an interest in history and
current affairs. Take a topic in the news and provide new insight using a
historical perspective.
Young Anthropologist
For those interested in writing about identity and culture.
You will answer the question, “Where are you from?”

The Competitions
The deadline for all competitions is 31 July 2020.
For more information about these competitions, and to enter,
please visit our website at
www.gold.ac.uk/schools-and-colleges/post-16/young-writer-competitions
All three competitions have a £1,000 first prize, and two runner-up prizes of £50.
All shortlisted entries will also receive a small prize.
Our writing competitions for young people aged 16-18 aim to uncover the next
generation of writing talent. Become the next Young Writer (a short story writing
competition for creative writers), Young Columnist (for journalists with a historical
angle), or Young Anthropologist (for writing about identity and culture).

Young Writer Competitions

